Internship: Node/React guru with financial flair (80-100%)
About vestr AG
vestr AG is a dynamic Swiss fintech start-up founded in 2017. Our B2B-platform digitizes the value
chain for Actively Managed Certificates, a flexible and fast-growing alternative to investment funds.
Our customers and investors include well-known banks and infrastructure providers, such as SIX
Group, the operator of the Swiss Exchange. We are currently looking for a brilliant computer science
student to join our team as an intern in Zurich for a minimum of 3 months.
What we offer
At vestr, we offer an ultra-flexible work environment, interesting programming challenges, and an
opportunity to work with and learn from a highly skilled scrum team:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leverage state-of-the-art technologies and an automated CI/CD pipeline
Experience the hustle and bustle of a trading floor
Soak up detailed knowledge of financial markets and technologies
Get compensated fairly for your work and benefit from our perks
Work autonomously and pursue your own problem-solving approach
Follow-up the internship with an industry-relevant thesis project

What you bring to the table
•
•
•
•
•
•

You possess strong Java-/TypeScript skills with previous exposure to Node and/or React
You have taken first steps with GraphQL and appreciate its advantages over REST
You previously worked with virtualization technologies, such as Docker, and Kubernetes
You have conceptual knowledge of CQRS, Event Sourcing, Messaging, and Micro-Services
You enjoy learning and don’t hesitate to ask for advice if needed
You can work under deadlines and communicate openly on your progress

Did we peak your interest? Please don’t hesitate to get in touch! But beware: our job postings tend
to generate a ton of interest, so stop procrastinating and tell us why you are a good fit. A very
compelling argument will be contributions to open-source projects you have made – so don’t forget
to send us a link to your Github account if you have one.

How to apply
Please email your CV along with links to your projects to jobs@vestr.com.

